PLAN COMPARISON CHART
GENERAL
Submit trip generation data to ITE via online form
Site administrator account to manage company-wide users (for multi users)
Collaborate and access projects on the cloud server
Share projects with other contacts

DATA / BEST PRACTICES
Trip Generation Manual Data - 9th edition
Trip Generation Manual Data - 8th edition
Internal capture based on ITE-TGH 3rd edition & NCHRP Report 684 *NEW
Vehicle to person trips conversion based on ITE-TGH 3rd edition *NEW
Support for ITE recommended methods in trip generation projects
Pass-by and Diverted Trip% data from ITE-TGH 2nd & 3rd edition

GRAPH LOOKUP
Search trip generation graphs, rates and equations by land use code
Graphical display of IV size and average vehicle trip ends
Generate new curves, rates and equations
View graphs by counted modes *New!
View graphs, rates and equations for private data sets
Create and print graphs for private data sets (including combined & filtered)
Overlay and combine private data sets with ITE-TGM data

PROJECT ANALYSIS - TRIP GENERATION
Setup multiple similar land uses *NEW!
Assign data source to land use separately *NEW!
Develop scenario based analysis *NEW!
Define custom time period *NEW!
Enhanced my project dashboard *NEW!
Support for user defined modes *NEW!
Generate person & multi-modal trips *NEW!
Estimation of internal trips by mode and land use *NEW!
Multimodal internal & external trips estimation *NEW!
Multimodal trips reduction (pass-by, linked, transferred and diverted trips) *NEW!
Off-road and on-road trips separation *NEW!
Period analysis (old version)
Driveway analysis (old version)
Import/export trip generation for PTV Vistro (old version)
Generate trip generation report *NEW

PROJECTS ANALYSIS- NETWORK ANALYSIS
Create study area and road network with easy-to-use webgraphics tools *NEW!
Identify analysis points and estimate travel demand *NEW!
Analyze existing, opening and background conditions *NEW!
Automatic and manual trip distribution *NEW!
Automatic route finding and trip assignment *NEW!
Display of intersection turning volumes in circle diagrams (in pces) *NEW!
Display of waypoint trips (in persons) *NEW!

LITE

STANDARD

PRO

Generate network analysis report *NEW!

PRIVATE DATA SETS
Allow users to enter/upload own trip generation data sets
Define new land use codes and independent variables
Plot dataset in graphical format
Generate average rates, fitted curve equations and directional splits
Add new time periods *New!
Create data sets with counted modes, mode share and occupancy data *New!

USER INTERFACE
Easy project navigation with previous and next buttons *New!
Panel and tab based view for input and output *New!
Copy projects and scenarios
Graphical inputs in network analysis *New!

